Oral Presentation Evaluation
Semester_____ Year _____ Section #_____

Name_________________________________________Date_____________________________________
Topic__________________________________________

(2pts) Outlines & References
   Format of Outlines (brief & detailed) (includes legibility, spelling, clarity, etc.)
   References (included on detailed outline)
      Minimum of 3 (can have more than three references)
      Referenced correctly
      Must include 2 references from other sources besides the internet
      Can use the Tortora textbook as 1

(5pts) Format of Oral
   • Organization
   • Clarity and understanding of Presentation

(8pts) Content of Oral
   • Relevance to Microbiology
   • Research effort
   • Content (completeness)

(5pts) PowerPoint Presentation:
   • Organization and format
   • Clear text
   • Easy to read
   • Appropriate images or slides

Total Points _______  /20